
Tribeca Great Room
TRIBECA® - 60" CEILING FANMODEL 59505GraphiteDark Wood Finish

Tribeca® - 60" Ceiling Fan
This versatile fan is at home anywhere the love of industrially-influenced urban design flourishes. The motor itself is a featured element,
giving the fan a very industrial and contemporary look. Slightly reminiscent of aeronautical design, the Tribeca is sleek and minimal to subtly
compliment any metropolitan space.

 Direct Drive™ motor provides unparalleled power, silent performance, and reliability over decades of daily use

 Installer's Choice two-position mounting system allows for standard or angled mounting

 7" downrod included to ensure proper distance from the ceiling and optimize air movement

 Casablanca's Comprehensive Warranty includes a lifetime motor warranty, one-year parts and electronics warranty, and 120-day in-home
service

Indoor only
Control Included

Dimensions

Energy Information

A
17.96 in (Angled 46.96)
B
17.27 in (Angled 46.27)
C
2.75 in
D
7.50 in
E
6.49 in
F
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Airflow
6709 cfm

Electricity Use
78 watts

Airflow Efficiency
86 cfm/watt

Standard dimensions: with 3 inch downrod (included)
Angled dimensions: with 36 inch downrod (not included)

Running at high speed


